Community Meeting #2

Neighborhood: Redwood Village

Date: February 8th, 2017

Comments:

**Beautification:**
- Pocket park within the hood
- Improve entrances to Hoover Park on Charter, build community
- Lighting along 1st
- A lot of trash dumping mattress
- Tree Education program
- Sidewalk cracks entire neighborhood
- More light posts, too dark
- Lights at intersection of Scott/Spring
- Dump yard on Stambough
- Lighting is fine, sidewalk condition

**Traffic:**
- Traffic calming on Spring. Too dangerous to merge
- Flynn and Middlefield Intersection
- Stop sign on Douglass and Bay not enough, signals?
- Burbank/Flynn traffic too fast, don’t stop, cannot back out high speed
- People don’t respect no-turn sign on Scott
- No one stops coming from Scott in intersection with Flynn. Feels unsafe
- Douglass has many speed problems
- McGarvey between Roosevelt and ALP example of Traffic circle for Flynn/Burbank
- Scott Ave. speed humps ok
- Circulation issues, lights not coordinated
- Stambough St. and Willow St. fast right turn

**Parking:**
- Vehicles parking on top of sidewalk, measures to improve
- Street sweeper goes around cars rather than ticketing them
- Cars park overnight, several days
- Broken cars parked on driveways/people selling cars
- Parking permits, can’t find parking
- Conflict with cars and sidewalk/Education campaign
- Parking Education, what you can and cannot do
- Program around parking schools
- Cars parked on rolled up sidewalks on Scott Ave.
- Red parking zone enforcement
- Permit Parking Apartments park in our area
- On Scott Ave. people park on sidewalks because there is no room for cars to pass if they park off sidewalks
- All red zone people park
- Red curb vs enforcement

Bike:
- Protected bike lanes along Bay Road

Other:
- Outreach boys and girls club

Community Feedback – Priority 1, 2, 3

Speeding:
Priority 1 – 7 votes
Priority 2 – 2 votes
Priority 3 – 2 votes

Congestion:
Priority 1 – 0 votes
Priority 2 – 0 votes
Priority 3 – 0 votes

Cut-through Traffic:
Priority 1 – 0 votes
Priority 2 – 3 votes
Priority 3 – 1 vote

Safety:
Priority 1 – 0 votes
Priority 2 – 2 votes
Priority 3 – 4 votes

Pedestrian/Bicycle Connectivity:
Priority 1 – 0 votes
Priority 2 – 0 votes
Priority 3 – 0 votes

Parking:
Priority 1 – 3 votes
Priority 2 – 1 vote
Priority 3 – 3 votes

Beautification:
Priority 1 – 2 votes
Priority 2 – 2 votes
Priority 3 – 3 votes

Summary:
1. #1 Priority Speeding
2. Parking & Beautification a Priority